This is about democracy! … in language as well!

Yes to a united world built by the common people everywhere.

Yes to real and just democracy, based on freedom and equality.

By law, everyone enjoys freedom of information and expression, on the international level too. But in reality, No!

The media bow to the influential rich. Only the elite can communicate fairly easily worldwide – through translators, for money. Only the very upper crust of society can make itself heard in a relatively satisfactory way!

What about the others – nearly 100%?

And You?

Along with our local language we need a common, independent language, within everyone's reach:
➔ which puts all cultures on an equal footing within universal human culture,
➔ and which involves those who are sidelined today in the process of international communication.

Only ESPERANTO allows
➔ communication between equals,
➔ communication that is democratic and fraternal.

Get in touch with SAT (The Link between Worker Esperantists throughout the world).

SATEB, c/o Arturo PRENT
7, Walton Gardens, Hutton, Brentwood
Essex, CM13 1EJ, England
<arturo@signalprent.demon.co.uk>
http://satebejo.blogspot.com/
SAT: http://www.satesperanto.org